SECOND YEAR AWARD LIST 2019-2020

Dean's Gold Scholar Award
Aicha Raeburn-Cherradi

Dean's Silver Scholar Award
Rhiannon McNamara

Dean's Bronze Scholar Award
shared by
Rayna Lew
and
Shailaja Nadarajah

Agnes Lefas Memorial Scholarship
Michelle de Haas

Blake, Cassels & Graydon Prize in Business Associations
Samantha Bondoux

Blakes Scholar Award
shared by
Benjamin Fickling
and
one first-year student

C. Douglas MacLeod Memorial Scholarship
shared by
Michelle de Haas
and
Lindsay Toth
Christopher Riggs Administrative Law Scholarship
Ruofan Cui

Dan Soberman Awards
shared by
Jordon Bond
and
Megan Dawson
and
Rayna Lew

Dentons Canada LLP Award
Maria Guevara

Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Civil Procedure
Thomas Sabourin

Feminist Jurisprudence Award
Rachel Hay

George Norman Leipnik Award in International Legal Studies
Patricia Tabascio

The Heenan Blaikie LLP Scholarship
Darian Baskatawang

Michelle McKelvey Award in Family Law
Shailaja Nadarajah
Nathens, Siegel LLP Scholarship
Shailaja Nadarajah

Professor H.R.S. Ryan Scholarship
Kisook Yoo

Senator Frank Carrel Upper Year Scholarship
shared by
Samantha Bondoux
and
Emilie Dillon
and
Cassandra Hebert-Vendramini
and
William Hebert-Vendramini
and
Samantha Spector
and
one first-year student

Sherrard Kuzz LLP Prize in Labour Law
Aicha Raeburn-Cherradi

Stringer, Brisbin, Humphrey Prize in Labour Law
Ruofan Cui

Susan J. Serena Scholarship
Samantha Bondoux
Queen’s Law Prize in Business Associations
shared by
Samantha Bondoux
and
Deniz Samadi

Queen’s Law Prize in Civil Procedure
shared by
Lena Macnicholas
and
Joseph Robert
and
Thomas Sabourin
and
Li Zhu

Queen’s Law Prize in Clinical Prison Law
Alexa Banister-Thompson

Queen’s Law Prize in Employment Law
Timothy Schjerning

Queen’s Law Prize in Equality Rights & the Charter
Harpreet Singh

Queen’s Law Prize in Evidence
shared by
Shailaja Nadarajah
and
Kisook Yoo

Queen’s Law Prize in Feminist Legal Studies
shared by
Rachel Hay
and
Negin Namaei Hesari

Queen’s Law Prize in Fiduciary Obligation
Christian Hodge

Queen’s Law Prize in Family Law
Shailaja Nadarajah

Queen’s Law Prize in First Nations Negotiations
shared by
Rachel Hay
and
Brando Maracle

Queen’s Law Prize in Information Privacy
Bradley Hayward

Queen’s Law Prize in International Humanitarian Law
Bradley Alford

Queen’s Law Prize in International Trade Law
James Brooymans-Quinn

Queen’s Law Prize in International Trade Law Practicum
James Brooymans-Quinn

Queen’s Law Prize in Land Transactions
Mark Pedersen

Queen’s Law Prize in Law & Economics
Hugh Ferguson

Queen's Law Prize in Law & Injustice
Cosimo Morin

Queen's Law Prize in Mental Health Law
Mark Sandor

Queen's Law Prize in Negotiation
Deniz Kilinc

Queen’s Law Prize in Public International Law
shared by
Samuel Cotton
and
Ronak Patel

Queen’s Law Prize in Queen’s Business Law Clinic
Michelle de Haas

Queen’s Law Prize in Racism & Canadian Legal Culture
Rachel Hay
Queen’s Law Prize in Taxation
shared by
Darian Baskatawang
and
Meghan Huskisson-Snider

Queen’s Law Prize in Trial Advocacy
Deniz Samadi

Queen’s Law Prize in Trust & Equity
Rayna Lew

Queen’s Law Prize in Wills & Estate Planning
Thomas Sabourin